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Blockchain technology is a revolutionary technology for its potential to build systems where strangers can transact with each other without the need of any intermediary to oversee the transaction between the parties. In our traditional degree
certificate system, employers need to trust the intermediaries e.g. certificate
holder, teacher and university officials for the legitimacy of the certificate. Because of trust, there are vulnerabilities to fraudulent activities by the intermediaries to produce fake diplomas or fake degree certificates. Fake certificates cause
significant damages to the society. In this research, using design science research
methodology (DSRM) process model, we have developed a conceptual model of
a blockchain-based certificate system where blockchain technology replaces the
need of trust on intermediaries in the certificate system and prevent the fraudulent activities to produce fake or illegitimate certificates. Our conceptual model
addresses the fraudulent activities which are not addressed by the existing blockchain-based certificate systems. Developed artefact- the conceptual model can be
used for developing prototype and further research. This research also contributes to the research field of blockchain technology as a trust-free technology and
fraud activities in degree certificate system.
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INTRODUCTION

Degree fraud has become a global phenomenon because of the rising demand of
degree certificate in job market (Brown, 2006). There is a billion-dollar industry
behind the credential frauds and no nation is immune from the problem (Ezell &
Bear, 2012). Based on national data in US, 6% bachelor’s degrees and 35% of associate degrees are fake (Attewell & Domina, 2011). Almost every employer has
or will come across a degree certificate which is either produced through fraudulent activities by a student or officials in a legitimate institute or issued by a fake
institute (Mir-Jabbar, 2017). As certification process and university’s internal data
system is not transparent to employers, employers need to trust the intermediaries such as students, teachers and university officials involved in the certification
process for the legitimacy of the accomplishments claimed in the certificate. Because of this trust issue, there is always risk of error and fraud activities which
leads to produce and present fake diplomas.
There is an emerging technology called Blockchain which promises to build
trust-free and transparent systems where we do not need to trust any middleman
or central authority to make and store transactions between two strangers (Beck
et al., 2016; Gupta, 2017). Blockchain technology can help to develop a trust-free
distributed digital platform through a peer-to-peer consensus network which is
open for all to innovate their own trust-free business model (Asharaf & Adarsh,
2017). It establishes integrity and trust between strangers (Tapscott & Tapscott,
2016b). The first application of blockchain technology was Bitcoin based on the
white paper by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 (Mattila, 2016). Satoshi demonstrated
the possibility to transact electronic cash between two strangers without any intermediaries like bank (Nakamoto, 2008). People from different industries are using blockchain technology to build applications which enable trust-free transactions and protect the system and data from fraudulent activities (Banking Is Only
The Beginning, 2018). For example, health care, insurance, and supply chain industries are implementing blockchain based solutions to make their business
more efficient. In this research, we will use the potentials of blockchain technol-
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ogy to make a trust-free certificate system where we don’t have to trust the intermediaries such students, teachers and university officials, and which will prevent
fraudulent activities in the certificate system.

1.1 Motivation
Academic certificate is an important piece of document which confirms that the
certificate holder has achieved certain learning outcomes or accomplished certain
course work before achieving this certificate. This certificate will lead the certificate holder to get some important role in the society, for example to become a
doctor, engineer, or a teacher. If the certificate holder claims or present a certificate without proper studies being done, which is a fake certificate, it creates a
significant damage to the whole society and economy.
The dean of the admissions at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT),
Marilee Jones, resigned after it was found that she had fabricated her own educational credentials and she did not have even an undergraduate degree. (Lewin,
2007). We live in a society where educational credential or certificate is very important. So, there will be always somebody to counterfeit it (Clifton et al., 2018).
A fake diploma or fake certificate refers to a counterfeit and substandard academic degree to give impression of real academic achievement (Grolleau et al.,
2008). In our traditional certificate system, there are several actors. Teachers assess the course work to grade or give the credits to students. University officials
or secretaries checks the completed courses and publish final certificate. Students
present the paper copy or the digital copy of the certificate to employer. If any of
these actors does any unscrupulous or fraudulent activity in their respective role,
that could lead to produce a fake certificate. Details of the fraudulent activities
by different actors have been explained in Fake Diploma section.
In most of the universities, a paper-based final degree certificate is given based
on the students’ completed courses recorded in the university’s database. Although paper-based certificate has some built-in security features, still it is possible to make a counterfeit copy of the certificate outside of the institute. In some
cases, student just add fake certificate in his or her resume without achieving the
real certificate. In both cases employer’s might just take the certificate at face
value to avoid manual and lengthy activity to verify the certificate.
In case of digital certificates which are cryptographically signed requires much
effort to secure the registry of the certificates and open standard for digital signatures for global verification. Even though the certificate is verified against the
university register, employer can not verify that whether the teacher took any fee
to give the passing grade or university officials took any fee to register illegitimate grade in the university database. In both cases, employers have to trust
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teachers and university officials that they did not do any fraud activity or error
during grading or registering certificate data.
Apart from trusting the human actors (teachers, university officials, and students)
in the certificate system, employers have to trust the university’s database where
students’ certificate data is stored. These traditional databases are not tamperproof, which are prone to get hacked or can be changed by any internal officials.
And it is not possible for an employer to detect the tampering in the university’s
database. Usually these traditional databases are on centralized server, not transparent to employer, and only accessed by the database admins. There is no way
to trace or verify the certificate data directly on the university’s database. So, employers have to blindly trust the study data management system of the university
for the legitimacy of the certificate.
Blockchain technology is an emerging technology and offers features like decentralized, transparent, and tamper-proof data storage. It can be used to solve issues such as lack of trust, fraud, high transaction cost, sharing, privacy and evaluating trustworthiness of a potential actor in a transaction (Zhao et al., 2016).
Therefore, blockchain technology is a promising technology to prevent the fraud
activities in our current paper-based or digital certificate system.
Present blockchain applications in education are applying blockchain technology
to support academic degree management and evaluation for learning outcomes
(Chen et al., 2018). There is no application, research paper or projects which focuses on applying blockchain technology to prevent fraud activities in certificate
system. But the researchers suggest that blockchain is ideal to prevent fraud activities in certificate system or to solve fake degree problem (Chen et al., 2018;
Gräther et al., 2018). In this research, we want to make a contribution to fill-up
this research gap by designing a conceptual model of a blockchain based certificate system to prevent fraud activities in certificate system.
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1.2 Research objective and questions
The goal of this research is to design a blockchain technology based degree certificate system to prevent the fraud activities or the ways of making fake diploma.
Our first objective is to find out the ways of making a fake degree, in other words
what are the fraud activities in our traditional certificate system. Second objective
is to check the existing blockchain based certificate systems and find out whether
the existing systems are preventing or addressing these fraud activities. Finally,
we will design a blockchain based system which will address fraud activities
which are not addressed by the existing blockchain based systems.
Research Question:
How to design a blockchain-based certificate system to solve fake diploma
problem?
Sub-questions:
1. What are the ways of making fake diploma or fraud activities to make
fake diploma?
2. How existing blockchain-based certificate or education systems prevents fraud activities?
3. How to design a blockchain-based certificate system to prevent fraud
activities which are not prevented by the existing blockchain-based
certificate systems?

1.3 Thesis structure
The structure of the thesis is as follows. The introduction section presents the
motivation, research questions, summary of the result and contribution of the
thesis. After that we will present the design science research methodology
(DSRM) and application of DSRM in my thesis. Then we will do literature review
in next four sections as preliminary work for my research. First, on fake diploma
to list the fraud activities in degree certificate system. Second, on blockchain technology and its features. Third, what does trust-free means in blockchain technology. Fourth, existing blockchain-based systems and how they prevent fraud activities in certificate system. After literature review, following each section will
represent the activities of our design science approach- Problem Identification,
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Objectives of the Solution, Design and development, Demonstration and Evaluation. In the Discussion section, we will discuss about the results, implication to
research and practice. Finally, we will conclude the thesis with limitations of the
study and recommendations for further research.

1.4 Summary of the result
There are two types of fraud activities in certification system - 1) fraud activities
done by university internals (teachers, university officials) 2) fraud activities
done by students. Existing blockchain based systems prevent the fraud activities
done by students, not the fraud activities which are done by university internals.
If we change the traditional study data system which is based on centralized
server and traditional databases to blockchain based study data system it will
reduce the fraud activities by the university internals. Finally, we have designed
an artefact, conceptual architecture of the university’s internal study data system,
which addresses the fraud activities which are done by university internals or
happens inside the university. Through design and evaluation of the artefact, we
have found that blockchain can take care of the trust issues or fraud activities in
the certificate system by enforcing teachers, officials to act according to the regulations set in the smart contracts, and by recording their transactions or activities
during certification process in immutable blockchain storage.

1.5 Contribution
This research has made novel contributions by identifying the fraud activities
which have not been addressed by existing blockchain based certificate systems.
Other blockchain based certificate systems have not addressed the fraudulent activities by university’s internal officials or teachers in the study data system. We
have developed a conceptual model of an improved blockchain based certificate
system which will address the fraud activities which have not been addressed by
existing blockchain based certificate systems.
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2

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

As the goal of our thesis is to develop a conceptual model of a blockchain based
certificate system to prevent the fake diploma problem, design science research
methodology (DSRM) is the best fit for our research. In design science, researchers create IT artefact to solve unsolved and important business problem and get
understanding about the problem and the feasibility of the solution (Hevner et
al., 2004). Through developing this artefact, we will try to prevent fraudulent activities which are not prevented by the existing blockchain based solutions and
understand the potentials of blockchain technology to develop trust-free systems.

2.1 Design science research
Most of the research in Information Systems Science falls into two categories- behavioral science and design science (Hevner et al., 2004). In behavioral science
research, researchers make research contribution by developing theories which
predict or explain the phenomena related to the use of existing IT artefacts implemented in organizational context (Hevner et al., 2004).
In design science (DS) research, researcher makes research contribution by
creating and evaluating Information Technology (IT) artefacts to solve an identified, unsolved and important business problem (Hevner et al., 2004). It enables
the researcher to understand the problem and the feasibility of the solution (Hevner et al., 2004). The created IT artefact can be a construct, a model, a method or
any designed object which is relevant to the solution of the identified problem
(Hevner et al., 2004).

2.2 Definition of artefact
IT artefacts in IS research refers to the constructs, models, methods and instantiations which researchers develop or innovate through design science research to
understand and solve problems. The problem can be improving the information
system or the process of information systems development. The artefact can be
used in development or use of information systems (Hevner et al., 2004). In general, IT artefacts are not production ready information systems (Hevner et al.,
2004). But It holds/contains the knowledge achieved through design science research which improves the capability of designing, implementing, analysing or
use of information systems (Hevner et al., 2004).
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For example, an entity-relationship model, is an IT artefact, which is a set of
constructs which helps to do system analysis and database design to develop the
final information system for a specific problem. Additionally, this model can also
be generalized to solve problems in similar problem domains. A method for
building such model can also be another artefact (Hevner et al., 2004). (IS Artifact)
Not exactly designing the solution to a problem or instance of problem, but the
guidelines/ theories/ model/ methods/ concepts(constructs) to design the solutions to solve that kind of problems.

2.3 Design science research guidelines
Hevner et al. (2004) have established seven guidelines which can be understood as requirements for an effective design science research. They are 1) Produce an innovative and purposeful artefact 2) Artefact is purposefully developed
to solve important and unsolved business problems 3) design artefact is evaluated 4) Verifiable research contributions 5) rigorous methods used in construction and evaluation of design artefact 6) Design artefacts as a search process utilizing available means 7) communicate the research to appropriate audiences.

2.4 Design science research methodology (DSRM)
To carry out a design science research, Peffers et al. (2007) have introduced
a DSRM process model. DSRM process model has described seven activities
which provides roadmap to conduct a DS research and a mental model about the
characteristics of the research outputs (Peffers et al., 2007).

FIGURE 1 DSRM process model (Adapted from Peffers et al., 2007)
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Activity 1: Identify Problem and Motivation. Define the problem and why we
need a solution for it. Knowledge about the problem and the importance of the
solution are the required knowledge for this step.
Activity 2: Define the objectives for a solution. The expected solution will solve
a problem which was not addressed before, or the expected solution would be
better than the existing solutions. Objectives for the artefact is not necessarily the
direct solution of the problem, it can be partial or incremental solution of the
identified problem. Knowledge about the problem, existing solutions and their
efficacy are required knowledge in this step.
Activity 3: Design and development. Determine the expected functionalities
and architecture of the artefact and design the artefact in which the research contribution is embedded (Peffers et al., 2007). Knowledge of theory which supports the design of the solution is the required resources for this activity.
Activity 4: Demonstration. Use the artefact in real environment or simulation
or using case study to show that how the designed artefact solves the specified
problem.
Activity 5: Evaluation. Evaluate how well the artefact have fulfilled the objectives of the artefact (Peffers et al., 2007). Evaluation methods depend on the
artefact and nature of the problem (Hevner et al., 2004). Therefore, applying appropriate methods to evaluate the artefact is important (Hevner et al., 2004).
Communicate the evaluation result or go back to redesign to increase the effectiveness of the artefact.
Activity 6. Communication.
Presentation of Design-science research emphasis on how the artefact will
be effectively applied in the specific context by individual or organization (Hevner et Al., 2004).

2.5 Application of DSRM in this thesis
Our research will adopt problem-centered approach and will start with activity
1: problem identification and motivation. Because our idea for the research has
started with the observation that existing blockchain based certificate systems do
not prevent some of the fraud activities which are done by university officials
and teachers. Therefore, we need an improved certificate system which will prevent those unaddressed fraudulent activities and make certificate more legitimate.
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Activity 1: Identify Problem and Motivation. After literature review on fake
diploma and existing blockchain based certificate systems, we have realised that
existing blockchain based systems do not prevent fraud activities done by university teachers and officials. Without preventing all the fraud activities in the
certificate system, we cannot have a valid degree certificate. More about the identified problems and motivation are described in Problem Identification section.
Activity 2: Define the objectives for a solution. Develop a conceptual model of
a blockchain-based study data management system. Then integrate that model
into complete certificate system. The conceptual models of the study data management system and complete certificate process model can be used to develop
the actual prototype.
Activity 3: Design and development. Conceptual models of the study data system and complete certification system. Literature review in blockchain technology and features sections supports the design of the conceptual model.
Activity 4: Demonstration. There is no practical demonstration or prototype
developed during this thesis. Because time and resources to develop such prototype is not possible within this thesis.
Activity 5: Evaluation. The conceptual model and list of fraud activities will
be presented to blockchain researchers at blockchain laboratory at university of
jyvaskyla for review.
Activity 6. Communication. In the discussion section the thesis contributions
will be discussed.
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3

FAKE DIPLOMA

Degree fraud has become a global phenomenon because of the rising demand of
degree certificate in job market (Brown, 2006). This fake diploma problem is not
only in the higher education sector, it exists in from high school to PhD level
(Koenig & Devlin, 2012). Fake diploma creates significant damage to the whole
society and economy. It directly negatively affects those universities whose degree has been faked, students who intentionally or unintentionally buying the
fake degrees and the employers who is hiring that degree holder by having trust
on those credentials (Koenig & Devlin, 2012). When counterfeit diploma is produced, it misrepresents the academic institute and as an impact it degrades the
reputation of the institute.
A fake diploma or fake degree refers to counterfeit and substandard academic degrees to give impression of real academic achievement (Grolleau et al.,
2008). A Degree Mill or Diploma Mill refers to the organization or person who
sells or offers academic degrees or certificates for a fee without being proper studies or coursework done by the students (Grolleau et al., 2008). The institutions or
the entity who does not have proper accreditation also called as degree mill. Fake
degree also refers to the degree which is offered by a university or organization
which is non-existent (Grolleau et al., 2008). Sometimes, fake degree holder, mention the degree in his job application or present the certificate which looks like
genuine certificate, although he never attended in that institution.
Degree mills are very clever to play with the law of the country, and to make
the students and employers fool to believe that their degrees are legitimate. One
of the frequently used methods is making a fake work certificate or life experience and then convert that certificate into accredited university degree (Grolleau
et al., 2008). In this case, prospective employer only verifies the degree or organisation, but not the fake work certificate which was the base of offering the degree.
There are students who intentionally or unknowingly buy fake degree from them
to get benefits of having a degree. Sometimes, a person falsely writes a degree
qualification in his resume or application without completing or even attending
to that degree. Sometimes, for applying in foreign countries, applicant intentionally use misleading translated copy of the real document (Koenig & Devlin, 2012).
Fake certificate seller can make copy of almost any kind of certificate of secondary to higher education by using similar paper and special security features used
in the original paper certificate (“Sharadeshe jal sonoder,” 2015; Lancaster, 2017).
So, there are several layers of verification is required to check the legitimacy of
the diploma or just trust blindly some parties involved in the diploma process.
Only degree mills or fake institution do not offer fake certificates. There are
also several ways that one can attain an illegitimate qualification from an accredited and well-known university. For example, when there are some corrupted
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employees in the university registry office, they can be bribed to offer a real certificate without proper coursework done. Sometimes, teachers can be biased and
can grade students without proper studies being done. (Brown, 2006)
Due to internet and current technology, modern universities have offered
digital information systems for managing grades and certificates, and the online
system to check their approved certificate through internet. There is also fear of
making fake qualifications. Hackers can hack a university’s system and do necessary changes in the data system and change the score of the student (Smith,
2015; Knox, 2017). Hackers can create a cloned university site where fake certificates are verified as real.
Based on national data in US, 6% bachelor’s degrees and 35% of associate
degrees are fake (Attewell & Domina, 2011). Most of these falsely claimed degree
holders have attended the university in question and partly completed the
coursework. But for some reason they could not completed the required studies
(Attewell & Domina, 2011). Many employers just trust the word of job applicant
that he or she has completed the degree. Other imposters buy the certificate from
universities who are like diploma mills who sell fake diplomas. Attewell &
Domina, (2011) did not describe how the educational imposters are able to get
certificates from those universities by completing just part of their degree studies.
As there is opportunity to get final certificate without completing the whole degree studies, we assume that there are possibilities where corrupt officials or
teachers who support fraudulent activities to issue illegitimate certificate.
Although the fake certificate is a global problem, it is very challenging to
find out that how the fraud syndicate or corrupt university officials manage to
register or store the fake or illegitimate result in the official information system
of an accredited university. I did not find any research paper where it is explained
that how corrupt activities are done by the university officials. I have found local
news articles, investigative reports by news reporters, and websites in Bangladesh where there is some information about corrupt activities done by university
officials.
According to Global Integrity site, there are incidents of fraud activities in
admission and grading process in accredited educational institute from primary
to university levels where teacher and university officials are involved in corrupt
activities in Bangladesh (Islam, 2009). One of the fraud activities is that the
teacher is not teaching in class properly and unofficial payment or money is
asked from the students to secure the passing grade in test and assignment
(Coughlan, 2013; Islam, 2009). In some cases, teachers are biased and grade students without proper studies being done (Brown, 2006).
A website named Buy University Degrees claims that they can give degree
certificate from a list of well reputed, accredited, verifiable and legal universities
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in UK, US, and Australia (“Degree Overview,” 2019). When I contacted through
their Instant Chat service and asked them, what kind of difference will be apparent in the certificate achieved by someone who has studied properly and who has
bought certificate from you. They replied “Your data will be present in the university database. So, it can be verified”. Here also, we find that there could be
corrupt officials who store the illegitimate certificate data into university database.
Along with diploma mills and fraud syndicate, there are corrupt personnel
at university and education board who are involved in fraud activities to provide
illegitimate certificate (Yusuf & Bijoy, 2016). Sometimes, the fraud syndicate have
links with corrupt officials and bribes to register better score or grade in the system than the original performance in exam (“Sharadeshe jal sonoder,” 2015).
Higher the amount of money you pay, you get certificate from more reputed university and the certificate will be registered in the university’s information system and so, later there will be no problem verifying the certificate’s authenticity
(Yusuf & Bijoy, 2016). The universities from which one can buy illegitimate certificates includes accredited private universities and also public university. The
university is complying with the government laws and regulations, that’s why
it’s accredited and approved by government. But there are corrupt officials who
are involved in this kind of fraud activities which comes into public attention
only when it is revealed by law enforcement agency or journalists (“Sharadeshe
jal sonoder,” 2015).
To provide a certificate without completing minimum required studies
done from the accredited university, corrupt official of that university takes several actions to make it genuine (Ekushey Television – ETV, 2014). One method is
that if your certificate is a four years degree, they will enrol you in the intake
which started four years ago. Your class attendance, exam participation date and
grade will be registered as a student as you started four years before. And they
will provide you all credentials like university ID card, transcript, certificate. Attewell & Domina (2011) have categorized those students who cannot provide
transcripts or other documents besides the certificate as fake. Therefore, fraud
officials provide all the documents to make it genuine.
Another method is that fraud officials issue credits or certificates based on
life experiences and fake work experience certificates or some fake training certificates (Lancaster, 2017; Ekushey Television – ETV, 2014). Although the officials
know that these certificates are fake and student have not done appropriate studies, but because of a fee corrupt officials issue credits or certificates as coursework
has been done. Student might take the other remaining courses as he or she likes
and complete the required credits and get the final certificate.
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Process of verifying the validity of the certificate is a challenging process.
This process mostly depends on someone’s experience of investigating credentials and trusted network of professionals around the world who have
knowledge about verifying documents (Koenig & Devlin, 2012). In one hand, if
the diploma is faked outside the legitimate institute or offered by a diploma mill,
it is kind of straightforward to recognise the diploma mill with little investigation.
But if the certificate is forged from a genuine institute, it is difficult to catch. In an
institute, there are several actors, for example, students, teacher, registry office,
different information systems who can be involved in producing illegitimate certificates. There is no easy way for outsiders and also sometimes for the insiders
to verify each actor’s inputs into the diploma process. Usually, when an employer
wants to verify the authenticity of the job applicant, they send an email or contact
the registry office. If illegitimate grades have been stored in the information system by some corrupt officials, the university registry office will give positive reply about the authenticity of the certificate. In some countries, recommendation
letter from a teacher can be biased or based on personal relation. So, the problems
are complexed. Therefore, trusting any party involved in the university degree
process and checking all the achievements is a challenge for a potential employer
and admission office.
By just verifying the transcript or final certificate, there is no assurance that
student’s certificate or credential is not illegitimate. Even though the certificate is
valid against the information system of the university, but there is no assurance
that the certificate and grade mentioned in the certificate is achieved by completing appropriate studies.

3.1 Fraudulent activities to make fake diploma
One of our research questions is that what are the ways of making fake diploma
or fraudulent activities to gain a fake diploma. Based on the literature review on
fake diploma in previous section, we have made a list of ways of making fake
diploma. This list will be used to find out that how the existing blockchain based
certificate systems addresses these fraudulent activities.
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TABLE 1 Fraudulent activities to make fake diploma
Fraudulent activities to make fake diploma
Fraudulent Student adds certificate to his/her CV although (s)he did
Activity 1. not attend or complete the degree there (Grolleau et al.,
2008).

Actor(s)
Student

Fraudulent
Activity 2.

Student makes a counterfeit paper copy of the original
paper copy (Grolleau et al., 2008) by using similar paper
and special security features used in the original paper
certificate (“Sharadeshe jal sonoder,” 2015; Lancaster,
2017).

Student

Fraudulent
Activity 3.

Student buys certificate from non-accredited university
or diploma mill (Phillips, 2014).

Student, diploma mill

Fraudulent
Activity 4.

Student uses misleading translated copy of the real document (Koenig & Devlin, 2012)

Student

Fraudulent
Activity 5.

Student hacks the university grading system and change
grades (Smith, 2015; Knox, 2017).

Student

Fraudulent
Activity 6.

Student uses work certificate or life experience and then
convert that into academic credit (Grolleau et al., 2008)
with the support of corrupt officials in accredited university degree (Lancaster, 2017; Ekushey Television – ETV,
2014).

Student, university
officials
(e.g., secretary)

Fraudulent
Activity 7.

Corrupt teacher takes unofficial fee to assure the passing
grade without submitting the assignments or required
studies done (Coughlan, 2013; Islam, 2009).

Teacher

Fraudulent
Activity 8.

Teachers are sometimes biased and grade students higher
than their performance (Brown, 2006) such as on exam
paper.

Teacher

Fraudulent
Activity 9.

Fraud syndicate have links with corrupt officials to store
fake certificate data in the university’s database (Yusuf &
Bijoy, 2016). Certificate seller e.g., “Buy University Degrees” website claims that the information of the certificate will be in the university’s database (“Degree Overview,” 2019).
Corrupt officials change the students’ academic information like enrolment date, course completion date and
grade in study data management system to prove the validity of the counterfeit certificate (Ekushey Television –
ETV, 2014; Mir-Jabbar, 2017).

university officials (e.g., secretary)

Fraudulent
Activity
10.

university officials (e.g., secretary)
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4

BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY

Blockchain refers to the data storage which uses an innovative data structure,
and blockchain technology refers to the mechanism or methods, computer programs, architecture, and network that maintain the blockchain (Cao et al., 2017;
Mattila, 2016). In other words, Blockchain technology is a new way of storing
data in a collective manner in a decentralised and distributed database. The technologies behind blockchain were existed in 1980’s and 1990’s, but the word blockchain has become popular after Satoshi Nakamoto’s whitepaper “Bitcoin: A Peerto-Peer Electronic Cash System” in 2008 (Mattila, 2016). Even Satoshi did not use
the word ‘blockchain’ in his paper. He proposed a distributed public ledger system to store the valid transactions into blocks which are cryptographically
chained together based on computational proof to remove trust or the need of
trusted third parties like financial institutions (Nakamoto, 2008). In our current
financial system, financial institutions are working as trusted middle party to
make mediation between parties who are willing to make transactions and a central authority is taking care to maintain those transactions.
The CEO of IBM, Ginni Rometty has stated that “What the internet did for
communications, blockchain will do for trusted transactions” (Rapier, 2017). Understanding of the potential of blockchain is in very early stage. Marr (2017) has
compared the current state of the development of blockchain technology with the
internet technology as it was twenty years ago. There are very few practical implementations of blockchain technology now in the world, most of them are in
development or experimental stage. Big tech giants like IBM, Microsoft, and
Google, big accounting firms like KPMG and Deloitte are investing resources into
research on blockchain potential (Bajpai, 2017).
Blockchain is the main technology behind the revolutionary digital currencies like Ethereum, Bitcoin, and Litecoin. The reason for using blockchain behind
these cryptocurrencies is that the nature of the design of blockchain technology
can replace the need of any intermediary such as bank to ensure trust and security in the transactions. It can verify the transactions, for example, double spending problem, impose the business rules through smart contracts, and store the
valid transaction records in cryptographic chain of blocks in decentralised system.
(Karame & Androulaki, 2016; Lindman et al., 2017).
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4.1 How Blockchain technology works
Blockchain technology is a decentralised and distributed system, it requires a network of individual computers. A blockchain network is basically a network of
computers or nodes over the internet who are incentivised for verifying and storing the transactions records into a block, approving and appending the block in
the blockchain and storing the current copy of blockchain. A block can be created
only when the computer or node in the blockchain network has accomplished
the proof-of-work which refers to solving a cryptographic puzzle or problem.
Then this node broadcast the newly created block to other nodes in the network.
When other nodes in the network find the transactions in the block are valid, then
they add the block to their copy of the blockchain. Figure 1 will simply outline
how blockchain works.

FIGURE 2 How blockchain works (Adapted from Canaday, 2017)

Blocks are chained or grow chronologically and cryptographically. Hash
value of the previous block header is stored in the current block with the recent
transactions. And this block header’s hash value will be stored in the next block
with the upcoming transactions (Nakamoto, 2008).
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FIGURE 3 Blocks in Bitcoin Blockchain (Adapted from Harding, 2015)

Copy of this chain of blocks or blockchain is stored in distributed system
over the network instead of in one server or computer. As it is practically impossible to reverse cryptographic hash and to exceed the computational power of
existing honest nodes or computers in the network who are creating these blocks,
therefore it is practically impossible to modify any record or transactions stored
in the blockchain. So, we can verify the transactions computationally and securely store it in distributed systems over the network, which means that we
don’t need to trust or use any middle party to verify and store our transactions
(Ølnes & Jansen, 2017).

4.2 Blockchain features
Researchers and practitioners from different industries are exploring ways to use
blockchain technology to improve the traditional business models. Many industries have already improved their businesses significantly by using the key features of blockchain technology (Hooper, 2018). How these features work and provides benefits is important to understand for solving the fake diploma problem
in our research.
4.2.1 Decentralized
In blockchain technology there is no centralized data storage or central authority
over data management. In traditional data storage, there is data server and people who has authority to access to the data to manipulate. In blockchain technology, copy of blockchain or blockchain database is stored in all the computers over
the blockchain network. If anyone destroy in any way one computer, there thousands of other computers in the network have the copy of the blockchain. If anyone become success to change any data in any block in longest chain of blocks,
although which is practically impossible, the other computers in the network will
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compare their copy of blockchain with the modified one. If it does not match with
the majority or most of the network participants blockchain copy, blockchain network will disagree to take the modified copy of blockchain, and thereby modified
copy of blockchain is lost from the network.
4.2.2 Transparent
Transparent information is a growing demand, but with our current economic
and digital system it is not completely possible. But with blockchain technology
it is possible to create highly transparent decentralised data storage. Any transaction between two users which is stored on the blockchain can be visible to all
the users, although users can be anonymous if they don’t share their public key.
Anyone with access to the blockchain is able to see the data and its history. We
know how Google doc works. Each participant is able to see who made what
changes on what point of time. Similarly, in blockchain, all participants in the
network can see all the changes made to the data (Marr, 2017). The blockchain is
constantly being updated and each participant in the network has the access to
the valid blockchain. In supply chain, blockchain technology can give the possibility to certify, track, and trace the origin of the goods. And all the information
in these steps are transparent and confidently verifiable by the customer (Steiner,
2015).
4.2.3 High availability
The data which is stored in blockchain has very high degree of availability compare to our traditional technology. Because the copy of the blockchain database
is stored in the thousands of nodes around the world and the nature of Collective
maintenance of the data. Each node in the network works for the security and the
integrity of the blockchain database. Even all the nodes in one geographical location lost their copy of blockchain, other nodes from another location will still have
the copy of the blockchain. If an application is running on blockchain, for example a smart contract in Ethereum blockchain, it is guaranteed that it will have
very high uptime until very long to the future (Buterin, 2015).
4.2.4 Immutable
Data in blockchain is temper proof, once the data is recorded in blockchain it is
immutable (Coletti, 2015). If a single node or computer wants to that it will not
change the data in blockchain, unless 51% nodes or computers in the blockchain
network want to do that (Cao et al., 2017). But in practical, as blockchain network
consists of vast number of nodes, it is not possible to change the mind of huge
number of nodes to do dishonest tasks.
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4.2.5 Anonymity
Blockchain technology gives the ability to make transactions or trade anonymously and does not need to trust each other (Cao et al., 2017). In blockchain, a
participant is identified by his or her public key. Your personal information like
name, email address, and user IDs are transformed into a cryptographic hash
value. And this hash value is like a unique token and stored in blockchain. It is
practically impossible to reverse the hash value to get the data. So, even your
unique hash value is visible to everybody in blockchain, but you are anonymous
to all participants in the blockchain (Perez, 2017). Your identity can be recognised
if only you give your personal data that you used to make the hash value.
4.2.6 Trust service provider
Blockchain technology eliminates the need for a trust service provider in IT-enabled relationship. Using the proof-of-work methods blockchain technology create a truthful record (Pilkington 2015). If there is a scenario in digital world where
dishonesty can damage the integrity of the information, blockchain technology
can become a solution to prevent that dishonest action and keep the integrity of
the information. Using blockchain technology, peer to peer transactions can be
done completely trust free. Even there is no need to trust the nodes or computer
in the blockchain network who are creating the blocks to store the data and storing the blockchain. (Cao et al., 2017; Mattila 2016). The only trust required is that
the majority of the nodes in the network will not do some unethical thing in a
coordinated manner (Asharaf & Adarsh, 2017).
4.2.7 Smart contract
A Smart contract is an application or computer program which handles to execute the terms of a contract when conditions are met (Tapscott & Tapscott, 2016b ;
Szabo, 1996). When a smart contract runs on blockchain, it runs exactly as programmed without any possibility of fraud or third-party interference and downtime (“Build Unstoppable,” 2017). In a normal contract, there is need of legal
framework or rely on trust to ensure that each party in the contract will behave
according to the terms. An intermediary party can cause accidental or intentional
misleading behaviour to execute the contract. In smart contract, contractual
clauses are transformed into computer script, this script run automatically when
the conditions in contracts are met (Christidis & Devetsikiotis, 2016). If the conditions are not met, smart contract will not allow to behave or transact out of the
agreement. Therefore, smart contract reduces the need of trusted intermediary or
need of trusting any intermediary party to execute the process or tasks programmed in the smart contract.
Smart contract can be used in different situations like escrow agreement,
voting, employment agreement, auction where an intermediary distributes the
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assets based on the terms in the contract. For example, an escrow agent, as a third
party, holds an asset on behalf of two other parties. When two parties fulfil the
requirements agreed on the contract, escrow agent transfers the asset from one
party to another party (Banton, 2019). So, we have to trust the escrow agent that
they will do their job. Smart contract in blockchain can do the same thing as escrow agent. Smart contract holds the transaction until the respected requirements
are met from both parties. The major difference is that the transaction and requirements fulfilment proof have to be digitally enabled or on the digital platform. As the smart contract is in blockchain system, nobody can tamper or change
the code or execution rule of the contract. It will do its job when contractual requirements are met. So, you don’t need to trust the smart contract which makes
it trustless or trust-free system.
There are multiple blockchain platforms such as Ethereum, Bitcoin, and Hyperledger Fabric which support smart contract feature. Ethereum is the most
widely used platform for creating complex decentralized applications with smart
contracts (Mulders, 2018). In this research, when we refer to smart contract, we
mean smart contract in Ethereum blockchain. In Ethereum platform, solidity language is used to write smart contracts. In a smart contract the conditions and data
of a contract are written using solidity language to make it a software program
in Ethereum platform. The format of a smart contract is like an object in an objectoriented language where actions are presented as methods and data is presented
as variables. Then the smart contract file is compiled into Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) bytecodes. When the smart contract bytecodes or file is deployed
into Ethereum blockchain, it has an account or blockchain address and is ready
to receive transactions. Based on data state and defined condition, smart contract
execute the methods to distribute the asset between parties. Each party involved
in a smart contract is identified as a blockchain account. A human or another
smart contract can be owner of this account.
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5

TRUST-FREE SYSTEM

5.1 What is Trust
Trust is a difficult concept to define and measure to both practitioners and researchers (McKnight et al, 2002). There are diverse and inconsistent definitions
of trust in different disciplines and lack of clarity about the dimensions of trust.
But everybody agrees that trust is becoming more and more important. Most researchers have defined trust based on their own disciplinary perspective. Psychologist define trust as a tendency to trust others. Sociologist define trust as a
component of the institutional environment.
According to Mayer et al. (1995) trust refers to,
“the willingness of a party to be vulnerable to the actions of another party based on the expectation that the other will perform a particular action important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to
monitor or control that other party.”
Here trustor refers to the party who grants trust, and trustee refers to the
party who receives trust (Li et al., 2008). McKnight et al. (2002) have defined initial trust as when trustor and trustee are unfamiliar to each other. Then trustor
takes other means to build trust on trustee.

5.2 Trust in IS
In most IS research, trust is discussed about trust on web vendor or virtual team
members where trustee and trustor both are human or an organization of human
(Li et al., 2008). In recent IS research, trust is discussed about trust on technological artefact or an information system. A trustee is either human or an information
system, in both cases trustor behaviourally depend on trustee to do a task. For
example, customer trust the online vendor that the given data will not be misused
although there is vulnerability and risk of data misuse.
In e-commerce, researchers have defined trust as a belief in an attribute of
the trustee or willingness to believe the trustee. Trust-related behaviours are actions that makes trustor dependent on the trustee (vendor) which makes trustor(customer) vulnerable to trustee(vendor) or increase his risk (McKnight et al.,
2002). So, when there is trust, there is vulnerability and risk of misconduct.
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5.3 Blockchain as a trust-free technology
The revolutionary design of blockchain technology makes it a trust-free technology (Beck et al., 2016). Because the data in blockchain is immutable, transparent
and runs on decentralized network. Therefore, if a user(trustor) uses blockchain
technology(trustee), and as it has no vulnerability to work otherwise than expected, and user can monitor what is happening to the data, which makes blockchain users free from trust concern.
In trust-based transactions, two strangers make transactions and middleman like bank work as a trustee for two strangers. In trust-free blockchain based
transactions two strangers make transactions without any middleman like bank.
Blockchain takes care of trust issues and frees us from the necessity to have middleman like bank or to implement a mechanism to convey trust (Beck et al., 2016).
And Blockchain itself is trust-free technology, so the complete system becomes
trust-free.
The Economist has said the blockchain is the trust machine (“The promise
of.” 2015). Which means that blockchain technology is not just itself a trust-free
technology, but it can also give the possibility to create systems which are trustfree (Beck et al., 2016). Blockchain takes care of trust issues in that system. Most
prominent example of such systems is Bitcoin cryptocurrency system. Bitcoin
does not require any intermediary or middleman such as central bank to ensure
trust, security, and monitor that no parties will do fraudulent activities in transactions. (Nakamoto, 2008). Blockchain takes care of the trust issues, and control,
record and monitor each parties’ activities during the transaction.

5.4 Trust-based certificate system
Our traditional certificate system is a trust-based system or economy where employer is a trustor, and student and university are trustees. When a student presents his certificate to an employer, if employer accepts the certificate at face
value, then employer have trust on the activity of the student that student has
presented valid certificate and student did not do any fraudulent activities to
produce this certificate. As both student and employer are unfamiliar to each
other because of initial trust (McKnight et al., 2002) theory, employer might contact university for the authenticity of the certificate. Here, employer trusts the
university for the activity that university teachers and officials have recorded and
assessed the students learning outcomes appropriately which is claimed in the
certificate without any fraudulent activity. Therefore, in certificate system, there
is trust issue or concern because employer does not have the ability to monitor
or control the student’s activity or university’s activity, and vulnerable to the actions of students and university teachers and officials.
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5.5 Trust-free certificate system
If there is an information system, where system controls the activities of trustees
(student, university officials, teachers) in the certification process based on the
agreed upon rules defined in smart contracts and records the activities of the
trustees (student, university officials, teachers) in the certification process, then
employer don’t need to trust the trustees (student, university officials, teachers)
for their activities. Rather, employer can monitor those recorded activities and
knows what happened which makes the system free from trust concern or trust
issues. Now, employer’s trust has shifted from (student, university officials,
teachers) to the information system for its ability to control and record the activities. Then this system is a trustee. If the system is enabled by blockchain technology which is a trust-free technology(Beck et al., 2016) for its security and ability to record and control the activities, based on the defined rules in smart contracts, of trustees (student, university officials, teachers) in certification process
then the certificate system is free from trust issues, in other words trust-free certificate system.
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6

EXISTING BLOCKCHAIN-BASED CERTIFICATE
SYSTEMS

Blockchain in education is at the peak of Gartner Hype Cycle for Blockchain Business, 2018 and will take 5-10 years to reach plateau (Levy, 2018). There are few
institutes who are developing and some already have developed blockchain
based certificate systems to issue certificates using blockchain technology, such
as, University of Nicosia, National University of La Plata, and Holberton School
(Chen et al., 2018; Turkanović et al., 2018). But the descriptions of those projects
are not publicly available. We have also searched for Initial Coin Offering (ICO)
projects related to certificate system in education industry, if there is any white
paper available where the details of such implementation can be found. But we
did not find any ICO projects related to degree certificate system. Through google
scholar and online search, we have found three projects related to certificate system where they have made the project details publicly available.
Only ‘Blockcerts’ project, initiated by Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) and Learning Machine, have made their project open-source and shared
their learning experiences. Two other projects, “EduCTX” and “Blockchain for
Education” have developed prototype of blockchain based certificate systems
and published their work as research paper.

6.1 Existing projects
We will review “BlockCerts”, “EduCTX” and “Blockchain For Education” projects in details and understand their motivation, system architecture and services.
This literature review will support us to find out whether these systems are addressing fraud activities in the certificate system or not.
6.1.1 BlockCerts
MIT Media lab have developed a set of open-source software tools, named
Blockcerts, using blockchain technology and Open Badges specification that anyone can use to issue, share, display and verify digital certificates of academic
and non-academic achievements (Schmidt, 2017). The system prevents fraud and
supports to manage wide variety of achievements or certificates. MIT have already deployed this system to issue certificates for some achievements, for example, for the participants of MIT’s Global Entrepreneurship Bootcamp.
Purpose
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Authors have noticed that the current credential or certificate system is mostly
for recognising the achievements in formal education. There is no standard or
widely accepted system for certificating a person’s achievements, accomplishments or ability to do something which have been recognised outside of the academy. The Open Badges specification guides to make a standard system for certificating or credentialing different kinds of achievements. But the challenge is how
a person will store, manage and share her all different kinds of certificates or
badges for her achievements throughout her life.
In the current certificate system to store, verify and validate certificates, we
rely on third parties like universities and certificate issuer. University or certificate issuer keeps the registration of our certificates, provides official certificate
document, and validate the copy of the certificate when asked. So, the student
does not have much control on his/her certificate.
When an employer wants to verify a certificate presented by an applicant,
usually it is slow and complicated process for both certificate issuer and employer which is one of the reasons behind the fake certificate issue.
System description
Blockcerts project have created three repositories or tools for their digital certificate system. They are Cert-schema, Cert-issuer and Cert-viewer. Cert-schema describes the necessary data fields or standards for the certificate document, based
on the Open Badges specification, to be issued on blockchain by Cert-issuer. Certissuer creates the hash of the certificate document and make a bitcoin transaction
from issuer’s address to student’s address and registers the hash of the certificate
in Blockchain. Cert-viewer can display and verify the certificates (Nazaré, 2016).

FIGURE 4 Overview of the digital certification architecture. (Adapted from Nazaré, 2016)
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The workflow of the system is simple. At first, certificate issuer creates a
digital file (digital certificate) with the basic information (e.g., recipient’s name,
issuer’s name, issue date) structured in Open Badges standard. After that, the
issuer cryptographically signs the digital file with their private key and append
the signature to the digital file itself. In this stage, issuer can give a copy of the
digital certificate to its student and student can store the digital copy in any of
his digital devices and even can print it on paper. But the certificate is not in
blockchain yet. In order to do that, certificate issuer creates a hash of the cryptographically signed digital file created in the previous step and store the hash in
Bitcoin blockchain by making a bitcoin transaction using Cert-issuer tool. Now,
student can share his digital certificate with employer and data needed to verify
the legitimacy of the certificate is stored on the blockchain. Employer can use
Blockcert system to verify or compare the hash of the presented digital certificate
with the hash in the blockchain to verify the certificate content and check the
cryptographic key used to sign the certificate correspond to the issuer’s key to
verify the issuer. (Schmidt, 2017). The steps happen to verify a certificate in
Blockcerts system is depicted in figure 5, the screenshot, which is taken from one
of the certificates issued by MIT’s Global Entrepreneurship Bootcamp using
Blockcerts system.

FIGURE 5 Verification steps in Blockcerts system (Adapted from “Digital Certificates,” 2016)

The system also supports to register the certificates in Ethereum blockchain
(“Verification Process,” 2018). Issuing a batch of certificates is more efficient than
issuing one certificate per Bitcoin transaction. So, issuer can build a Merkle tree
of certificate hashes and store the Merkle root as OP_RETURN field in the Bitcoin
Transaction (“Cert-issuer,” 2019).
Services
With Blockcerts system, it is possible to store all different kinds of accomplishments and achievements in a decentralized, tamper-proof system permanently.
The learners are able to share their certificates without depending on their issuer.
When the learner is moving to another country, or the certificate issuer does not
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exist anymore, still the learner can share the certificate. The employer independently can verify the authenticity of the presented certificate efficiently and
with complete trust (Jagers, 2016).
Advantages
Blockcerts system allows to store all different kinds of accomplishments and
achievements in blockchain whereas other projects or systems allow certain type
of achievements, for example EduCTX supports only Higher Education accomplishments (Turkanović et al., 2018). Employer can verify the certificate manually
or by using Blockcerts system (Nazaré, 2016).
Disadvantages
In Blockcerts system, I did not find anything which describes that how to
verify that the certifier or certificate authority is genuine or not a diploma mill
even though they are issuing their certificate on blockchain. In this system, employer can verify the authenticity of the certificate but not the authenticity of the
certificate authority. Whereas, when the blockchain based certificate system (e.g.
EduCTX) consists of network of certificate authorities, existing certificate authorities in the network ensures that only the genuine certificate authority can issue
certificates (Turkanović et al., 2018).

6.1.2 EduCTX
Turkanović et al. (2018) have proposed a Blockchain-based global higher education credit platform and ecosystem, named EduCTX. It is based on the concept of
European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS). EduCTX system is
using blockchain technology to create a globally trusted higher education credit
assigning and recording system, by complementing the existing ECTS system, to
shorten the shortcomings of the existing ECTS processes in organizations (“Welcome to EduCTX,” 2019).

Purpose
Authors have recognised several issues in our current higher education credit
assigning, recording and presenting system which they have tried to solve with
EduCTX platform. In general, students’ completed courses are recorded in a certain data structure in the databases hosted in the data centre of the Higher Education Institute (HEI) which raise several issues - interoperability, transparency,
inaccessibility, and difficulty to share the records securely.
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Students can view their full records in HEI’s traditional online system as
long they have the authorisation to log in to the system, although they can not
share the records to prospective employer or other university directly from the
system. Moreover, after completing the studies, student lose the access to the
online records system. After that if the student loses his or her certificate, he or
she have to apply again for a copy of the certificate which is costly and time consuming process.
When students want to transfer the studies to another HEI in another country, there are differences in language and standards of the recorded data which
makes difficult to match and exchange records between HEIs. Because of the similar reasons when students apply for jobs in a foreign country, students have to
translate and nostrificate the academic certificates which is a complex and timeconsuming process. So, there is a need for standardization globally.
There is ECTS standards for academic credit and grading system for higher
education across the European Union and other collaborating European countries. But there is a need to adopt and implement a global standard which requires a globally decentralized, trusted and secure platform.

System description
In the proposed solution, blockchain based EduCTX platform is the base of
EduCTX initiative or ecosystem. In EduCTX, students’ achievements or ECTS
credits are defined as ECTX tokens. There are three types of stakeholders or users
of the platform, 1) Student or individual who achieve ECTX tokens 2) Higher
Education Institute(HEI), who rewards ECTX tokens 3) Employer or HEI, who
wants to verify the presented ECTX tokens (Turkanović et al., 2018).
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FIGURE 6 A high-level depiction of EduCTX platform. (Adapted from Turkanović et al.,
2018)

They have chosen ARK Blockchain mainly because of it’s open-sourceness
and flexibility to support different programming languages to implement client
apps (Turkanović et al., 2018). A Higher Education Institute (HEI) joins the
EduCTX blockchain network with the support and recognition of an existing HEI
member in the network and creates blockchain wallet and set up a network node.
When a new student enrols in a HEI, a 2-2(Keys of HEI and Student) multi-signature wallet is created for the student. When a student successfully completes
the course, the results or achieved ECTS credits information are stored in centralized database. Thereafter, professor or administration transfer appropriate number (same amount of ECTS credits) of ECTX tokens from HEI’s wallet to student’s
2-2 multisignature wallet. Because of the nature of the student’s 2-2 multisignature wallet, student is not able to transfer ECTX tokens to other’s wallet. When a
student wants to present his or her completed courses, he or she sends the block-
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chain wallet address and redeem script to prospective employer. Prospective employer use blockchain web API to check and verify student’s academic credit
achievements or the completed courses (Turkanović et al., 2018).
Services
EduCTX initiative will provide a transparent and globally unified view of the
students’ achievements or all the completed courses. Those Higher Education Institutes(HEIs) will join the EduCTX platform will be able to store the information
of the students’ completed courses (ECTX tokens) on blockchain(Tamper-proof
distributed ledger system). The platform will also provide the possibility to detect and prevent fraud academic records (Turkanović et al., 2018).
Students can have access to their records or achievements even after the
student have completed their studies at the institute, in contrast to traditional
system where student can access the online grading system only when they are
student of the institute (Turkanović et al., 2018).
Presenting completed courses globally will be easier for students as
EduCTX platform will eliminate the language and administrative complications
faced in traditional system. Students can easily share the information about their
academic records with potential employers, and employers can verify the information in a transparent way without time consuming and manual process of obtaining information (Turkanović et al., 2018).
They are using Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) consensus protocol to register the information in the blockchain, which does not require computing power
as in Proof-of-Work(PoW) protocol in bitcoin network, and no random peer(HEI)
can join the network without the permission of existing peer which makes the
network more secure (Turkanović et al., 2018).
There is no transaction fee or coin transfer (Turkanović et al., 2018).
Advantages
EduCTX system records the information of each completed courses, not just the
final certificate, in the blockchain.
Disadvantages
They are using centralized database ( traditional database, non blockchain system) to initially store the student’s exam result. After that administration checks
the amount of ECTS corresponding to that exam and student blockchain address
from the centralised database, and then appropriate number of EduCTX tokens
are transferred to the blockchain wallet address of the student. The process is not
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fully automated and there is possibility of making mistakes to transfer wrong
amount of EduCTX tokens, and therefore trust or reliability can be compromised.
Using smart contract to compare the ECTS credits and transferable amount of
EduCTX to make it more reliable and automated.
Although student can share the number of ECTS and corresponding
courses, but there is no detail about how student will receive final certificate and
which HEI will award it and how it will be presented to employers.
Sometimes it may happen that student does not want to share the full records (all the completed courses) to a prospective employer or sometimes it is unnecessary to share all the completed courses instead of sharing only the relevant
completed courses. In EduCTX system, students share their blockchain wallet
address and redeem script to prospective employer, so that prospective employer can check and verify student’s academic credit achievements or all the
completed courses using blockchain web API (Turkanović et al., 2018). In this
process, student does not have control if he or she does not want to share some
irrelevant courses or achievements.
The system is not flexible in terms of choosing from different credit or
achievement recording system. For example, if any HEI wants to adopt some
other credit or achievement recording system than for example currently proposed ECTS system. Because ECTX tokens are measured against ECTS in the proposed system.
6.1.3 Blockchain for Education
Gräther et al. (2018) have developed a prototype named Blockchain for Education
as a solution for issuing, validating and sharing certificates. Their solution is
mainly focused on the certificates issued by the educational institute who are under an accreditation authority.
Purpose
Gräther et al. (2018) want to use the potential of blockchain technology to increase
the security and efficiency of the current certificate system. They have discussed
about some disadvantages which exist in traditional paper and digital(nonblockchain) certificate system. When a third party or employer wants to verify
the paper certificate, it is a time-consuming and expensive process. Certificate
authorities need to maintain the registry system to store the certificates for long
period. If the registry system is lost or the certification authority is no longer exist,
it is a big issue to verify the certificate. If it is a digital certificate, securing the
registry system and verification of certificate globally without an open standard
for digital signatures are challenging issues. In the area of educational certificates,
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there are different fraudulent activities in making fake degree and use of counterfeit certificates. Authors believe that with the support of blockchain technology above mentioned problems can be solved (Gräther et al., 2018).
Authors have said that blockchain technology based system should support
three main activities in certificate system – creating and maintaining the identities of the certification authorities, issuing certificates, and verify the certificates
by third parties like employer. The system should also support that the students
can share the certificates with third parties.
System Description
Authors have identified three user groups in a blockchain based certificate system and elicited requirements or features for each user group. User groups are
certification authorities, learners and employers. Certificate authorities are divided into three groups, in hierarchical order, Accreditation authority, Certification authority and Certifier. Certifier can issue and register the certificates on a
blockchain and monitor the certificates. Students can share their certificates and
have the control to decide which certificate to share with which employer and
monitor that what the employers are doing with their certificates, e.g., reading or
verifying. Employers can read and verify the certificates in a trustworthy way.

FIGURE 7 Identity hierarchy in Blockchain for Education platform. (Adapted from Gräther
et al., 2018)

Blockchain for Education prototype consists of Ethereum blockchain, two
smart contracts (IdentityMgmt and CertMgmt), Interplanetary File System (IPFS)
and BSCW document management system. IdentityMgmt smart contract is used
for managing the public keys of the certificate authorities and CertMgmt smart
contract (CertMgmt) is used for managing the hashes or fingerprints of the certificates. IPFS is used for storing the profile information of the certificate authorities publicly. BSCW document management system where information about
courses, participants and results are imported from legacy system and from these
information certificates are generated. Fingerprint or hash of the certificate with
a few attributes (e.g., status, issue date, expiration date) are registered in blockchain.
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FIGURE 8 Conceptual architecture of Blockchain for Education platform. (Adapted from
Gräther et al., 2018)

Accreditation authority store the public profile information of the Certificate authorities in Interplanetary File System (IPFS) and register the IPFS addresses and public keys of the Certificate authorities in IdentityMgmt smart contract’s registry. Registered certificate authorities can then register the certifiers
(e.g. employee of the institution) in IdentityMgmt smart contract. Registered certifiers can then prepare and sign the certificate and store it on the BSCW document management system. After that the certifier creates the fingerprint(hash) of
the certificate from document management system and sends the fingerprint to
blockchain using CertMgmt smart contract. When a learner registers in the document management system, he or she can create application portfolios with
his/her selected set of certificates and share with potential employers. Employers
can verify the presented certificate by entering the SHA256 hash value of the certificate or directly drag and drop the certificate document into the interface of
verification service on BSCW document management system. There is also possibility to implement the verification service by the third parties.
Services
Blockchain for Education platform provides a decentralized immutable storage
for storing digital certificates. Identities or profile information of the certificate
authorities are stored in immutable and public storage. Blockchain for Education
uses identity scheme or identity hierarchy and a smart contract for identity management which prevents illegitimate certificate authority or diploma mill to act
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or appear like a legitimate certificate authority and so issuing certificates. Using
CertMgmt smart contract, certificates authorities can manage (e.g. revoking or
renewing) the certificates in the blockchain. BSCW document system allows students to share and monitor their certificates. Third parties, like employers, can
verify the certificates easily in a trustworthy way avoiding time consuming and
manual process.
Advantages
Blockchain for Education platform maintain the authenticity of the certificate authorities using identity scheme which allows that only accredited university can
issue certificate and unaccreted university or diploma mill can not issue certificate. Blockchain for Education platform allows Students and Certificate authorities to automatically monitor the certificates. Certificate authorities can revoke
and renew the certificates. Students can monitor what the employers are doing
with their certificate, i.e. reading or verifying.
Disadvantages
In the current prototype, every time a certificate is registered in blockchain, it
costs. In the future release they have some idea to reduce the cost using some
refund technique. They should explore the potential of Merkle tree to register
multiple certificates in one transaction to reduce the transaction cost in blockchain platform. Merkle tree supports to register multiple certificate or hashes in
one transaction.
Accreditation authority is the single powerful root node in the identity
scheme or hierarchy. It is solely accreditation authority’s responsibility to ensure
or check the authenticity of the certificate authorities before registering their
identity to the blockchain. If there is compromise and an illegitimate certificate
authority is registered in the platform, illegitimate certificate will be issued,
which is unexpected.

6.2 Comparison between existing projects
To understand the existing implementations, system architecture, what problems
they have solved and how they have designed the systems, we have made comparison based on the available description of the implementations. We have
picked those systems for the comparison which have description of the system
publicly. Table 2 can be an overview of the current blockchain based certificate
systems and used as a reference to consider the things while designing a blockchain based certificate system.
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TABLE 2 Comparison between existing blockchain-based systems
Blockcerts
EduCTX
Blockchain
for
Education
In production Production
Proposal/ Prototype
Proposal / Prototype
or prototype
Key services
- Any certificate au- Each student will - Identity Scheme, hithorities can issue hold a dedicated erarchy of certificate
certificate
EduCTX blockchain authorities
- Open for any type wallet, where he/she - Two Smart contracts,
of achievements
will collect
one for identity man- Open badges stand- ECTX tokens, i.e. the agement and another
ard
value of credits as- for certificate man- Learners can share signed by the HEI for agement
what do they want to his/her
completed - Profile information
share.
courses
of certification au- Employer can verthorities and certifiers
ify independently or
Distributed file sysusing the Blockcerts
tem and verifiable
system.
through public keys
in blockchain.
User groups

Student, Certificate
issuer, Employer

Type of certificate
or
achievement

Any type of certificate, academic and
non-academic; Formal and informal education
Any type of institute;
academic and nonacademic;
Formal
and informal education.
Bitcoin, Ethereum

Certificate issuer

Blockchain
platform
Use of Smart
Contract
Blockchain
accessibility
Consensus
protocol

Requires
transferring
coin or fee

Student, Higher Education Institute (HEI),
Employer or another
HEI
Obtained Credits for
completed academic
achievements, such as
ECTS

Student, Certificate
authorities (accreditor, certificate issuer),
Employer
Certificates
from
higher education or
accredited
institutions

Higher education institution those who
follow ECTS standards and have joined
the network.
Ark

Accredited
institutions or member of an
accredited board in
the network.

No

No

Yes, 2 smart contracts

Public

private/consortium
network
Delegated Proof of
Stake (DPoS), no computing power is required, no random
peer can join the network
Transaction costs are
set up to zero, therefore no gas consumption.

Public

Proof of Work

Yes, requires transferring
minimal
amount of bitcoin
from issuer’s bitcoin
address.

Ethereum

Proof of Stake

Yes, transaction fee.
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Components

1) Cert-schema
2) Cert-issuer
3) Cert-viewer

1)Ark
Blockchain
based EduCTX network,
2) Blockchain client
API.
3) Wallets for transferring, storing and
sharing Credits or
ECTX coins.

1) IPFS Distributed
file system for storing
public and non-personal profile information
2) Two Smart contracts; IdentityMgmt
for registering the
public keys of the
identities,
and
CertMgmt for registering the hashes of
the certificates in the
blockchain
3)
Document
Management system

Storage

Blockchain

Blockchain

- Blockchain
- IPFS
- BSCW Document
Management System

Certificate
representation
Stored data in
blockchain

Digital certificate

ECTX token

Digital certificate

Hashes of the certificates (in one batch)
combined
in
a
Merkle tree. Merkle
root is stored.

- ECTX token (course
credit value)
- course identification.
- Sender (Institute)
identity
- Receiver (student)
identity

- Hash of the certificates
- Public keys of certificate authorities using
smart contracts
- Hash of the IPFS address of Profile information of certificate
authorities

Certificate recovery if student’s key is
lost
Use of IPFS

Not mentioned

Yes

Not mentioned

No

No

Yes, certificate authorities’ profiles are stored
on the IPFS

Certificate
revocation
System consists of network of Certifiers or a single certifier

Yes

Not mentioned

Individual certifier

Network of certifiers

Not possible yet but
in plan
Network of certifiers
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How to ensure
that certifier is
accredited

Individual certifier

With the support of
an existing HEI/ certifier in the network

Privacy
of
personal
information
GDPR

Yes

Yes

Obliged. Hash of the
certificate in blockchain.

Obliged. Student’s information is stored
anonymously.

Key
Challenges

- Costly
- For non-technical
users, creating public-private keys for
authentication process
- Certificate revoking
method

- The more nodes or
HEIs in the network,
it will reduce the security risk.

Future goals

- Track the views of
certificate and creating Value out of it
- Right to curation
(which part of the
history to share)
- Wallet to hold credentials similar to
wallet to hold and
transact bitcoin

- Use Smart contracts
After
finishing
course, students will
get tokens from the
course address.

Accreditation board
registers new certificate authorities in
blockchain.
Yes
Obliged, no personal
information stored in
blockchain but the address of IPFS block.
- Costly
- If Private key of accreditation authority
is compromised who
is the single powerful
root node.
- Accreditation authority’s responsibility to ensure the legitimacy of certificate
authorities.
Multi-signature
scheme instead of single root private key of
accreditation authority
- Learner pay to authority and in refund
transaction, certificate
is submitted to blockchain

6.3 Discussion
Reviews on existing blockchain based certificate systems provide good
knowledge about the current development status of the blockchain based certificate systems around the world. Although some of them are still in prototype and
some have already deployed in real life and issued the certificates with their system.
Although these systems’ goals or expectations are to same direction to make
a digital certificate platform or ecosystem to make the certificate system more
secure and efficient, but they have different approaches and focusses on issues to
solve. In ‘Comparison table’ section, I have tried gather those similarities and
dissimilarities.
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Some projects or systems are storing only the fingerprint or hash of the certificate and some(Blockchain for Education) are storing some additional data for
example the certificate authority or issuer’s fingerprint in blockchain to verify the
certificate issuer.
EduCTX and Blockchain for Education systems are supporting only Higher
education certificates or credentials, and Blockcerts provides the ability to store
all kinds of credentials or certificate- academic and non-academic.
Different systems are using different blockchains (Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ark)
based on the design or requirements of the systems and features provided by the
blockchain. Blockcerts support both Bitcoin and Ehtereum, BFE is using
Ethereum, EduCTX is using Ark.

6.4 Challenges
In the current blockchain based systems, officials manually input or imports the
data to prepare or collect the certificate data from legacy system. Before issuing
final certificate in blockchain, officials can make mistake or compromise the integrity. Because when final certificate is issued on blockchain, it is important that
the data in the certificate are same as teacher graded or in the legacy system.
There can be multi-signature approval mechanism or use smart contract which
ensures that the data in the certificate and source data are same before issuing
certificate.
How to check the validity of the certifiers or certification authorities. How
to prevent or detect that the certifier or certification authorities are not fake or
illegitimate. Usability of the web API or interface or the process for certifiers,
learners and employers to check the authenticity of the certificate. Students ability to control to share only the relevant certificates to an employer or a third party.
Not everything what is in students blockchain address or wallet.
In blockchain based system, storing personal blockchain wallet data (public
and private keys) safely and how to recover if stolen or lost is a critical issue (need
reference). In EduCTX system, if Student loses his or her blockchain wallet data,
student can apply again to his/her home HEI to get back his EduCTX tokens to
his/her new wallet. There are also measures how to protect form being stolen
(Turkanović et al., 2018).
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6.5 Addressing fraud activities with existing projects
Before we develop our own solution to address the fraud activities in certificate
system, we want review which of the fraud activities are addressed by the existing blockchain based certificate systems.
Existing blockchain based certificate systems have one thing in common
that they issue the final certificate on blockchain and there are services for sharing
and verifying the final certificates. But they don’t use blockchain technology for
recording and controlling transactions by teachers and officials, and they store
study data in traditional database. Table 3 shows which of the fraud activities
are addressed or not addressed by the existing solutions and reasons for that.
Fraudulent activities 1 to 3 are addressed by the existing solutions. Fraud
activity 4 is out of the scope of certificate system. Fraud activities 5 to 10 are not
addressed by the existing solutions.
TABLE 3 Addressing fraudulent activities with existing blockchain-based certificate systems
Fraudulent
BlockCerts
EduCTX
Blockchain for Edactivities
ucation
Fraudulent
Addressed
Addressed
Addressed
Activity 1.
- Degree certificate is - Completed course - Degree certificate
stored in blockchain. credits are stored in is stored in blockCertificate can be blockchain. Certifi- chain.
Certificate
shared and verified cate can be shared can be shared and
using blockchain.
and verified using verified
using
blockchain.
blockchain.
Fraudulent
Addressed
Addressed
Addressed
Activity 2.
- Digital certificate - Digital certificate - Digital certificate
in blockchain which in blockchain which in
blockchain
can be shared and can be shared and which
can
be
verified using block- verified using block- shared and verified
chain technology.
chain technology.
using blockchain
technology.
Fraudulent
Unaddressed
Addressed
Addressed
Activity 3.
- Any institute can - Diploma mill can - Diploma mill can
issue certificate.
not join the pro- not join the proposed ecosystem to posed ecosystem to
issue certificate.
issue certificate.
Fraudulent
Not within the scope Not within the scope Not within the
Activity 4.
of the certificate sys- of the certificate sys- scope of the certifitem.
tem.
cate system.
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Fraudulent
Activity 5.

Fraudulent
Activity 6.

Fraudulent
Activity 7.

Fraudulent
Activity 8.

Fraudulent
Activity 9.

Fraudulent
Activity 10.

Unaddressed

Addressed

Unaddressed

- Internal study data
is stored traditional
centralized server.

- Credits and grades
are stored in blockchain system.

- Internal study
data is stored in traditional centralized
server.

Unaddressed

Unaddressed

Unaddressed

- Does not control or
monitor based on
what
credit
is
awarded.
Unaddressed

- Does not control or
monitor based on
what
credit
is
awarded.
Unaddressed

- Does not control
or monitor based
on what credit is
awarded.
Unaddressed

- Does not control or
record whether the
assignment is submitted or not.
Unaddressed

- Does not control or
record whether the
assignment is submitted or not.
Unaddressed

- Does not control
or record whether
the assignment is
submitted or not.
Unaddressed

- Does not control or
record the exam paper.

- Does not control or
record the exam paper.

- Does not control
or record the exam
paper.

Unaddressed

Unaddressed

Unaddressed

- Internal study data
is stored in mutable
and traditional database.
Unaddressed

- Internal study data
is partly stored mutable and traditional
database.
Unaddressed

- Internal study
data is stored in
mutable and traditional database.
Unaddressed

- Student’s academic
information
or
study data is stored
in mutable and traditional
database
which is not transparent.

- Student’s academic
information
or
study data is stored
in mutable and traditional
database
which is not transparent.

- Student’s academic information
or study data is
stored in mutable
and traditional database which is not
transparent.
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7

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

In “Fake diploma” Section, we have discussed about the fake diploma problem
and created a list of ways of making fake diploma or fraudulent activities to make
fake diploma. we have found that university officials and teachers are also involved in fraud activities in some cases. After reviewing existing blockchain
based certificate systems, we have found that fraudulent activities 5 to 10 are not
addressed in the existing systems. Most of them have focused on issuing and
verifying the final certificate in the blockchain. They have mechanism to remove
the need to trust on student but don’t have mechanism to remove trust on university officials and teachers. They did not address the fraud activities which can
happen before preparing the final certificate like grading process and recording
the grades in the system based upon what the final certificate is issued. The fraud
activities, as in table 4, which are not addressed by the existing blockchain based
certificate systems, our proposed system will focus on to solve those problems.
TABLE 4 Fraud activities not addressed by existing systems
List of fraud activities not addressed by existing blockchain
based systems

Actors

Fraudulent
Activity 5.

Student hacks the university grading system and change
grades (Smith, 2015; Knox, 2017).

Student

Fraudulent
Activity 6.

Student uses work certificate or life experience and then convert that into academic credit (Grolleau et al., 2008) with the
support of corrupt officials in accredited university degree
(Lancaster, 2017; Ekushey Television – ETV, 2014).

Fraudulent
Activity 7.

Corrupt teacher takes unofficial fee to assure the passing
grade without submitting the assignments or required studies
done (Coughlan, 2013; Islam, 2009).

Student,
university officials (e.g.,
secretary)
Teacher

Fraudulent
Activity 8.

Teachers are sometimes biased and grade students inappropriately on their performance (Brown, 2006) such as exam paper.

Teacher

Fraudulent
Activity 9.

Fraud syndicate have links with corrupt officials to store fake
certificate data in the university’s database (Yusuf & Bijoy,
2016). Certificate seller e.g., “Buy University Degrees” website
claims that the information of the certificate will be in the university’s database (“Degree Overview,” 2019).
Corrupt officials change the students’ academic information
like enrolment date, course completion date and grade in
study data management system to prove the validity of the
counterfeit certificate (Ekushey Television – ETV, 2014; MirJabbar, 2017).

university officials (e.g.,
secretary)

Fraudulent
Activity 10.

university officials (e.g.,
secretary)
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Even though the university is accredited or approved by the government,
fraud officials or corrupt teachers inside the institute can contribute to issue certificate without appropriate studies being done by the student. Fraud activities
can happen by any middlemen, e.g., university officials and teachers, in the certificate process. To ensure a valid education certificate we have to prevent the
fraud activities in the whole certificate process, issuing and verifying the final
certificate on blockchain is not enough. If we can prevent the fraud activities
which are done by corrupt officials or teachers to register illegitimate academic
achievements or credits based upon what the final certificate is issued then the
certificate will have more credibility.
Blockchain stores the interactions or transactions in immutable and traceable storage and provides the mechanism to replace trust on middlemen. If we can
store and trace the coursework, accomplishments, attendance in an immutable
and easily verifiable information system, and replace the role of middlemen using blockchain, certificate will be more authentic.
Based on the reviews on existing blockchain based systems, we see that the
current blockchain based certificate systems are issuing only the final certificate
on the blockchain. But the information based on what the final certificate is prepared are using traditional web app and database to manage and store information about courses, degree programmes, student’s personal data, grades. figure 9 shows that university’s internal systems for study data management like
managing course requirements, study modules, participants, grading, degree requirements are using traditional web app and traditional database.

Course management
Personal data
management
Degree program management

Traditional
Database

Application to issue final
certificate
on blockchain

Blockchain
database

University’s internal systems
for study data management
FIGURE 9 Certificate process in existing blockchain based systems

Application to
verify certificates in
blockchain
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8

OBJECTIVES OF THE SOLUTION

The objective is to develop a conceptual model of a blockchain based certificate system which will prevent the fraud activities in certification process which
are not addressed by the existing blockchain based systems. More specifically it
will prevent fraud activities by the university officials and teachers by removing
the trust on those middlemen who are involved in the certificate process. Using
blockchain technology, it will develop a conceptual model of the study data system which is used by university officials, teachers and students to store study
data such as student’s academic and grading information. The new solution will
prevent fraud activities in the whole certificate process. The conceptual models
of the study data management system and complete certificate process model can
be used to develop the actual prototype.
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9

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

We will develop a conceptual model of the blockchain based certificate system
which will address the fraud activities which are not addressed by existing blockchain based certificate systems. Final diploma certificates are prepared based on
the study data system which records students individual course completion,
course description, degree programme etc. The conceptual model of the system
will not focus on what already existing blockchain based system have accomplished like issuing and verifying final certificate on blockchain. This conceptual
model will only focus on improving the current study data system. The current
study data system consists of traditional web application and database in centralized server. Our goal is to design a blockchain based decentralized application which will be able to prevent fraud activities done by officials and teachers
inside an accredited university.

9.1 Traditional web application and blockchain based application
There is a critical difference between decentralized applications (DApp) and traditional web applications. Traditional web applications run on centralized server
or system whereas decentralized applications run on decentralized systems like
Ethereum blockchain system. This difference makes the decentralized app superior to solve the identified problems over currently used centralized system at
university. Front-end technologies could be same in both types of applications,
but the backend of decentralized apps will use the technologies available in
Ethereum decentralized system.
Traditional information systems or web applications for grading, keeping
students’ records, and course information at university, typically consists of
front-end, backend application and database. Backend application and database
stay in centralized server. Frontend interacts with backend app or business logic
which allows to do the necessary changes in database.
Front-end

Backend
App

Traditional
Database

FIGURE 10 Traditional web app

Ethereum blockchain based decentralized applications consists of also
frontend and backend. In Ethereum blockchain platform, backend application or
business logic refers to smart contract which is deployed on blockchain and also
the data is stored in blockchain. The frontend can interact directly with Smart
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contracts and each transaction in smart contract or data changes are stored in
blockchain. A transaction does not mean only transferring blockchain currency
or asset from one account to other, but also when data changes in smart contract
or blockchain database also called a transaction. (“Decentralized applications,”
2019).

Front-end

Blockchain
Database

FIGURE 11 Decentralized app on Ethereum blockchain

The proposed solution will replace the backend of the traditional information system of university from centralized server to Ethereum blockchain platform and will use the features of Ethereum blockchain platform to solve many of
the fake diploma problems identified in this research.
When the current application or information system runs on a decentralized
blockchain system it gets the advantages of decentralized system over the application which runs on centralized system.

9.2 Possible blockchain solution for the problems
Our goal is to use blockchain features to address the fraudulent activities. We
will discuss each fraudulent activity and how the possible blockchain features
can address that fraudulent activity.
Solution for Fraudulent Activity 5:
For Addressing “Student hacks the university grading system and change grade
(Smith, 2015; Knox, 2017)” we need an immutable or hack proof database system.
Blockchain database is immutable which means that once the grade has been registered, it cannot be changed. Every transactions or data change happen to blockchain they are recorded in the blockchain database. Therefore, if we store the
grades in blockchain database instead of traditional database, the hackers will
not be able to change the grade.
Solution for Fraudulent Activity 6:
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For addressing “Student uses work certificate or life experience and then
convert that into academic credit (Grolleau et al., 2008) with the support of corrupt officials in accredited university degree (Lancaster, 2017; Ekushey Television – ETV, 2014)”, first we have to check at the course completion methods predefined in the course management system. If work experience certificate is not
accepted as a method to complete the course, officials should not be able to register the grade for that course. Instead of trusting the officials, if we create a smart
contract for course management which will have the course completion methods
or conditions and smart contract will check whether the work certificate is a valid
method to award credits for it or not. If work certificate is a valid method to complete the course, smart contract will require proof of having a work certificate.
University officials will store the digital copy of the certificate in Interplanetary
File System (IPFS) and store the reference of the file in smart contract which can
be verified later if someone wants. IPFS is a peer-to-peer distributed file system
with no single point of failure, and nodes do not need to trust each other. Stored
files are tamper-proof and get content-addressed hyperlinks (Benet, 2014).

IPFS

Front-end

Work certificate
reference
Smart
contract(s)

Blockchain
storage

FIGURE 12 Registering course grade based on work experience certificate

Solution for Fraudulent Activity 7 and Fraudulent Activity 8:
“Corrupt teacher takes unofficial fee to assure the passing grade without
submitting the assignments or required studies done (Coughlan, 2013; Islam,
2009).” and “Teachers are sometimes biased and grade students higher than their
performance (Brown, 2006) such as on exam paper.” are kind of similar type of
fraud activity. In both cases, teachers are trusted for checking that students have
completed his assignments and passed the exam. But there can be risk of making
error. We can not completely replace trust on teacher as checking the exam answer and assignment requires human involvement. But we can minimize the risk
of making error to check that whether the student have submitted his assignments and passed the exam. When the assignment is submitted from students
blockchain account, smart contract will record that student has submitted the assignments. When teacher has evaluated the assignments and the score is registered through smart contract in blockchain, only after that smart contract will
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allow to award the credits for that course or record the course completion in the
blockchain database.

Front-end

Smart
contract
for course
managem
ent

Blockchain
storage

FIGURE 13 Registering course grade using smart contract

Solution for Fraudulent Activity 9 and Fraudulent Activity 10:
To address the corrupt activities done by corrupt officials, for example, storing fake certificate data in the university’s database, and registering students’ illegitimate academic information like enrolment date, degree programme, and
study modules in study information management system to prove the validity of
the counterfeit certificate (Ekushey Television – ETV, 2014; Yusuf & Bijoy, 2016),
one smart contract to register student personal information and another smart
contract to process student’s degree application form. Only the authorize blockchain account can execute the smart contracts where the student data and course
data are stored. As blockchain transactions are traceable, we can trace who
changed what and what point of time.

Front-end

Smart
contract for
personal
data

Blockchain
storage

FIGURE 14 Registering personal data using smart contract

9.3 Design of smart contracts
Designing appropriate smart contracts for storing information like student’s personal data and study modules in blockchain and executing tasks like submitting
assignments, exam answers, assessing course completion, registering grade depends on the individual university’s environment. Because study information
and workflow vary from university to university. Based on the data and conditions set in the smart contract, smart contract will execute the tasks or transactions.
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In our conceptual model, we have included four smart contracts (table 5)
which can accommodate the most common and simple use cases that a university
has. Based on the need of the university, they can add more smart contracts or
include the information and tasks in these contracts.
TABLE 5 Smart contracts in study data management DApp
Smart contracts
Description
Course
Store data about the course (e.g. requirements for
the course completion, credits) and register grade
when students meet the requirements.
Degree programme
Store degree information and award degree when
students meet the degree requirements
Student
Store student’s personal data
Identity management
Store and authorize users to execute other smart
contracts

These smart contracts will not store large data or long textual description,
e.g., course description, degree programme objectives, but only what is required
to execute the tasks or transactions in smart contract. In smart contracts, objects
like other smart contracts, participants in the contracts are identified with their
own blockchain address.
When a new course is launched there will be a new “Course” smart contract
designed and deployed in blockchain for that course, and this contract will get
its blockchain address. The Course contract will have data about course completion requirements, credits, participated students Ids or blockchain address.
“Degree Program” smart contract will store the address of each course contract required to complete the degree, enrolled students’ addresses. When an enrolled student will have completed all the required courses, degree award function will be automatically executed without any intervention from the officials,
and degree completion status will be stored in blockchain. Each time there will
be transactions or data changes in the smart contracts it will be recorded in the
blockchain.
“Student” smart contract will store data about student’s personal information like his degree programme, enrolment year. For each student, one contract will be deployed.
“Identity Management” smart contract is a multisignature smart contract.
To execute this smart contract, multiple officials and teachers’ signature will be
required. The reason for extra security for this smart contract is that it will register
the users of the system and delegate who can execute other smart contracts and
make changes data on blockchain.
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9.4 Proposed blockchain-based study data system
The proposed study data system consists of blockchain, smart contracts and Interplanetary File System (IPFS) instead of traditional database and backend app
running on centralized server. Our objective was to design a conceptual model
for blockchain based study data system and reduce the trust on teachers and university officials or secretary. As the study data is the basis of final degree certificate, we want to prevent the fraud activities in study data system. We have designed the conceptual model of the blockchain decentralized app and used smart
contracts to store and check the requirements to execute tasks like grading.
Properly designed smart contracts will reduce the trust on actors (teachers, secretary) in the university study data system and each transaction or data changes
will be recorded in a transparent and immutable storage. IPFS will be used for
storing documents, like work certificate, assignment etc, which are required by
the smart contract. When student will fulfil the requirements defined in the
course contract, student will be awarded the credits.

IPFS

Front
end

Smart contracts
Course

Degree
Programme

Student

Identity
Managment

Blockchain Network
FIGURE 15 Conceptual model of the blockchain based study data management system

9.5 Proposed overall certificate system
Overall certificate system consists of four components as in figure 16. First component is the Ethereum blockchain based study data management system, which
we have proposed, figure 15, in the previous section, which will store the study
data records in blockchain using smart contracts. As the data is stored using
smart contracts and in blockchain, system is more preventive to fraud activities.
The second component is the application or front-end app to read the certificate
data from blockchain based study data system and prepare the final certificate
for displaying and sharing with employers or others. In this app, student can
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choose what to share with employers, whether the whole academic achievements
or part of the achievements and based on that student can retrieve data from the
study data system. The third component is optional. The digital copy of the final
certificate can be issued or stored in another blockchain network than university’s study data system. Fourth component is the application to give verification
service to employers.

Ethereum
Blockchain
based study
data system

Application to
share and
issue final
certificate

Blockchain
network for
storing final
certificate

FIGURE 16 Conceptual model of the complete certificate system

Application to
verify certificates in
blockchain
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10 DEMONSTRATION
Demonstration requires to use the artefact in experimentation to solve one or
more of the identified problems (Peffers et al., 2017). Our artefact is a conceptual
model or architecture which will guide to develop a blockchain based certificate
system to address fraudulent activities in the certificate process. Developing a
conceptual model of an application is the first step in designing the system.
To develop a prototype or proof of concept for a certificate system requires lot of
effort. During this thesis, it is not possible to develop a prototype. Moreover, it
will require a lot of collaboration with a university to develop and experiment
such a system. That’s why there is no practical demonstration done during this
thesis. But there was a review on the conceptual model by the researchers at
Blockchain laboratory at our university which has been described in evaluation
section.
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11 EVALUATION
The evaluation activity compares the objectives of the solution to actual observed
results in the use of the artefact (Peffers et al, 2007). This evaluation can take different strategies based on the nature of the artefact (Peffers et al, 2007). Objective
of our designed artefact is that it will address or prevent the identified fraudulent
activities and support to develop actual prototype. We presented fraudulent activities 5 to 10 which are not addressed by existing blockchain based systems and
conceptual model documents to the researchers at Blockchain Laboratory at University of Jyvaskyla.
In the beginning of the discussion, first we explained the model and we
went through the fraudulent activities one by one. Blockchain Laboratory researchers gave opinion that whether the new system will address the identified
fraudulent activities. In table 6, the summary of their comments on each fraudulent activity is described. They appreciated the concept as it will be a smart system. Fraudulent activities 5, 6, and 7 can be prevented. For fraudulent activity 8,
it requires teachers to evaluate the exam paper or performance of the students
which blockchain cannot control. If there is computer gradable exam and stored
in blockchain then these fraudulent activities can be prevented. As there is human involved in checking the exam answers, there is always risk of making mistakes and frauds by human being. We have to wait until artificial intelligence is
developed enough to assess the exam answers or assignments. For fraudulent
activities 9 and 10, current design will provide some prevention but using multisignature feature will give stronger protection of the data. As a suggestion for
improving the system, making exams computer-gradable, storing exam answers
in blockchain, using multi-signatures smart contract could possibly make the
probability of fraud less than the usual.
We also asked about to review the appropriateness and effectiveness of the
model, and feasibility to develop such system. They have appreciated the figures
to explain the conceptual model as it makes easy to understand the concept. And
the figures are technically correct from blockchain technology perspective. It can
be used as reference to communicate and design the actual prototype.
TABLE 6 Addressing fraudulent activities with the proposed solution
Evaluator’s comments Description
Fraudulent Addressed
As the grades will be stored in blockchain, it is not
Activity 5.
possible to hack or change the grade once it is
stored in blockchain.
Fraudulent Addressed
If a smart contract is used, it will force officials to
Activity 6.
give the cryptographic hash of the work certificate
in IPFS distributed file system as a proof to award
the course credits which will allow employer later
to check the work certificate if needed.
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Fraudulent
Activity 7.

Addressed.

Fraudulent
Activity 8.

Addressed partly.

Fraudulent
Activity 9.

Fraudulent
Activity
10.

Addressed, but can be
improved

Addressed, but can be
improved

If a smart contract is used, it will not allow to
grade until the assignment submission is done
through smart contract.
If assessment by a human teacher is must, blockchain cannot control personal judgment.
Making exams computer-gradable or studentgradable could possibly make the probability of
fraud less than the usual. Relying on Artificial intelligence and evaluation by peers.
As the data is stored in blockchain and study data
entry is controlled by smart contract, only from the
delegated blockchain address smart contract can
be executed and change the data.
With multisignature, several teachers / faculty
members need to sign the transactions, so a single
fraudster cannot succeed with his plans.
Every transaction is timestamped and transparent.
With multisignature, several teachers / faculty
members need to sign the transactions, so a single
fraudster cannot succeed with his plans.
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12 DISCUSSION
Our first research sub-question was to find out the fraudulent activities in our
traditional certificate system. Student is the one who is generally produce fake
certificate by different means such as making counterfeit paper copy of the original certificate, hacking the university’s study data system, and making wrong
translated copy of the certificate. We have found that not only students who
make fake certificate but also university teachers and officials contribute to make
fake certificate. Unscrupulous teachers take bribe and sometimes biased when
assessing the students course work, and award credits without proper studies
being done by students. Dishonest university officials take bribe and change the
academic records of the students and award final certificate.
Second research sub-question was to find out whether the existing blockchain-based certificate systems address all these fraudulent activities done by
students, teachers and officials. First, we reviewed those existing systems whose
implementation and description are available publicly. In our finding, existing
blockchain based certificate systems address those fraudulent activities which
are done by students only not which are done by university teachers or officials.
In existing blockchain-based systems, universities prepare the final certificate
based on the data stored in the university’s internal study data system and then
store the final certificate on blockchain, and employer can verify the certificate
from blockchain. Therefore, student cannot change the final certificate once it is
on the blockchain. So existing blockchain-based systems prevents the fraudulent
activities of students. In other words, there is no trust concern in the transaction
between employer and student; blockchain takes care of it. But university’s internal study data system where the course data, assignment submission, course
gradings are stored uses traditional database which is not temper proof or trustfree technology. Moreover, teachers’ and officials’ activities are not controlled or
recorded by any system. The employer does not know whether the teacher or
officials did any fraudulent activities during assessment or storing the grades and
credits in the study data system. Employer just trust that the university teachers
and officials did no fraudulent activities during the course evaluation or recording the grades. Thereby, existing blockchain based certificate systems does not
address the fraudulent activities done by teachers and officials.
Third research sub-question was how to design a blockchain-based certificate system to prevent fraud activities which are not prevented by the existing
blockchain-based certificate systems. Design Science Research method was applied to conduct the research. Through literature review on fake diploma and
existing blockchain based certificate systems, we already found that existing
blockchain based systems do not address the fraud activities done by university
teachers and officials. Because existing systems uses blockchain only for issuing
final certificate on blockchain and uses traditional database and centralized
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server for study data management system. There was need for a blockchain based
study data system which will address the fraud activities done by teachers and
students. Our objective was to develop a conceptual model of the study data system using the potentials of blockchain technology. The conceptual model of the
system was designed based on the research on blockchain technology features
and existing blockchain based certificate systems. The proposed conceptual
model explains how a blockchain-based study data management system can be
designed to prevent fraudulent activities done by the university officials and
teachers. Proposed conceptual model also explains how the complete certificate
process should be designed using blockchain technology. After developing the
conceptual model, we presented the list of fraud activities and conceptual model
document to blockchain researchers at blockchain laboratory at University of
Jyvaskyla. The conceptual model description and figures were effective to convey the design objectives and architecture was appropriate from blockchain technology. The proposed conceptual model addresses the fraudulent activities except where human intervention, such as evaluating exam answers, can not be
captured with blockchain technology. They gave some suggestions which will
make it more preventive to fraud activities.

12.1 Implications to research
In design science research, designed artefact must be innovative by solving problems which have not been solved before or improving the existing systems (Hevner et al, 2004). In this research, I have identified the problems or fraud activities
which have not been solved by existing blockchain based certificate systems. After that I have developed a conceptual model of the system to address those unaddressed fraudulent activities. The research result, identified fraud activities
and conceptual model of the improved system, will give new information to researchers who wants to design and develop blockchain based certificate system
and also to researchers who will do research on developing such system.
Blockchain is the trust machine meaning that it can be used to develop trustfree systems (“The promise of.” 2015). With the increasing development of blockchain technology such as smart contract feature, blockchain can be used in other
areas than crypto currencies to develop trust-free systems (Beck et al, 2016). In
this area of trust-free system and blockchain research, my designed artefact and
evaluation result can be used as an example that how potential the blockchain
technology is to transform trust-based systems into trust-free systems. As in our
case, we have transformed trust-based certificate or study data system to trustfree certificate system. Although in our findings, it was not completely trust-free
certificate system, as there are activities such as exam paper evaluation which is
usually done by a human teacher in our current system.
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12.2 Implications to practice
This research has made a novel contribution by identifying the fraud activities
which have not been addressed by existing blockchain based certificate systems
and developed a conceptual model of an improved blockchain based certificate
system which will address the fraud activities which have not been addressed by
existing blockchain based certificate systems. In my findings, no other blockchain
based certificate systems have addressed the fraud activities by university’s internal officials or teachers in the study data system. The list of identified fraud
activities in university’s internal study data system and conceptual design of the
study data system will guide those who are involved in designing and developing certificate systems and researchers from other areas.
Blockchain in education is at the peak of Gartner Hype Cycle for Blockchain
Business, 2018 and will take 5-10 years to reach plateau (Levy, 2018). This research is an important contribution in blockchain for education industry. My
findings about the unaddressed problems in currently existing blockchain based
certificate systems and the conceptual model to address those problems, specifically conceptual model of the university’s study data register system is an innovation or first in its type. Identifying problems and conceptual model are typically the first documents and designed artefact in the design process of a system
and gives high level abstract knowledge to develop a system. Conceptual model
of the study data system and list of fraud activities inside the university will
guide to design and develop a better and smart blockchain based certificate systems for the individual needs of universities or companies who are trying to develop blockchain based certificate system. The proposed architecture and set of
smart contracts based on theoretical perspectives gives guidance to develop the
actual smart contracts and how to use them.
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13 CONCLUSION
Blockchain technology have the potential to create systems where people can
make transaction in a verifiable manner and reduce the trust issues between parties in the system. The fraudulent activities in our education system to produce
counterfeit credentials can be reduced using blockchain technology. Instead of
trusting student, teachers, university officials to produce and issue legitimate credentials, using blockchain technology can enforce not to act wrongfully, and employer can check the recorded activities of those parties.

13.1 Limitations of the study
Developing an actual prototype and evaluating it in an actual university setting
would have been the most proper to do it. But due to the fact that developing a
prototype for such a system would require lot of technical skills and resources
and collaboration with the university which is not possible during this thesis period.
Ezell and Bear (2012) has said that academic research on fake certificate or fraud
activities in certificate system is very rare. Fraud activities in the certification process in details is rare in scientific paper and it cannot be generalized with every
country, although Ezell and Bear (2012) have said no nation is immune from this
problem. I had to collect some of the details of the fraud activities from newspaper and investigation reports by TV channels.

13.2 Recommendations for further research
The conceptual design of the blockchain based certificate system developed in
this thesis can be used to develop a proof-of-concept with collaboration of a university and test the system. There can be research on developing an exam or assignment evaluation system based on blockchain technology and artificial intelligence instead of depending on human intervention to make the evaluation activities trust-free.
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